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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2021 General Assembly session was conducted like no other before it. 

Legislators were isolated from the public and even from each other. The floating heads of lobbyists, 
advocates and everyday citizens beamed into the real or videoconferenced meeting room, but there 
was no physical interaction.

Persuasion was limited to phone calls, emails, text messages too easily lost in the ether or ignored.

Precautions were taken to adhere to safety guidelines set by the governor and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. The Senate precautions looked different from those in the House, but they 
both fundamentally changed the dynamics of the session.

And no one liked it. Not lobbyists, not the public, not legislators themselves.

Being virtual created unique problems and exacerbated existing ones. On the other hand, there were 
surprising improvements to the usual system, even ones that Transparency Virginia would recommend 
going forward. 

This report attempts to separate out those problems that can be attributed to the virtual setting from 
the ones that are merely a different side of the same coin TVa has been following since its first report in 
2015.
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TVa’s focus is still on three main areas: 

★ Recorded votes on bills; 

★ Consideration of bills; and 

★ Notice of meetings 

That the public’s business was accomplished during an emergency by being all-virtual is different from 
saying the virtual session is a model for the future. 

Among TVa’s findings in 2021:

★ Bills left in committee without action now make up nearly all of the bills defeated 
without a recorded vote; 

★ Public testimony taken via Zoom enabled citizens across the state to participate in the 
process, some for the first time; 

★ Public testimony taken via Zoom was, at times, curtailed, cut off and/or excluded, 
depriving many of those same citizens of their only opportunity to interact with 
legislators; 

★ The ability to track bills and legislative statistics across the session was compromised 
by the procedural division between “Session” and the “Special Session I”; 

★ Live-streaming of subcommittee meetings meant the public was finally able to witness 
where much of the real legislative work takes place; and 

★ Relying on virtual public comment required both chambers to give better notice of 
upcoming meetings. 

SESSION OVERVIEW 
The 2021 all-virtual General Assembly did not come as a surprise to anyone, not after the House 
attempted to move the 2020 reconvened session onto a virtual platform, and not after the virtual 
special session was held from mid-August to early-October. 

Soon after the COVID emergency hit, Speaker of the House of Delegates Eileen Filler-Corn sought an 
opinion from the attorney general’s office asking about the legality of meeting from 100 different 
computer screens across the state instead of in one room.
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In May, Attorney General Mark Herring issued an opinion confirming that existing language in Virginia’s 
Freedom of Information Act did not allow legislators to meet electronically.  On the other hand, the AG 1

also confirmed that a budget amendment offered by the governor and adopted by the General 
Assembly in April 2020  carved out a space during emergency situations for the House and/or Senate 2

to hold a remote, or virtual, legislative session, provided each complied with the specifics of the budget 
amendment.

As it did during the special session, the Senate opted to meet in person, every day, at the Science 
Museum of Virginia, where members could be spaced out at least 6-feet from each other and where 
museum conference rooms could be used for committee meetings. The public was not allowed in, 
though reporters were granted access, and all meetings and proceedings were streamed live and 
archived.

The Speaker and the House clerk were at their usual posts on the dais in the House chamber in the 
Capitol, but the delegates were scattered throughout the Commonwealth, participating in Zoom video-
conferences on their computers, tablets and phones. Committees and subcommittees met this way 
each day in designated two-hour blocks.

 https://www.oag.state.va.us/files/Opinions/2020/20-024-Filler-Corn.pdf1

  https://budget.lis.virginia.gov/amendment/2020/1/HB29/Enrolled/GE/2

"g. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any public body, including any state, local, regional, or regulatory body, or a governing 
board as defined in § 54.1-2345 of the Code of Virginia may meet by electronic communication means without a quorum of the 
public body or any member of the governing board physically assembled at one location when the Governor has declared a state of 
emergency in accordance with § 44-146.17, provided that (i) the nature of the declared emergency makes it impracticable or unsafe 
for the public body or governing board to assemble in a single location; (ii) the purpose of meeting is to discuss or transact the 
business statutorily required or necessary to continue operations of the public body or common interest community association as 
defined in § 54.1-2345 of the Code of Virginia and the discharge of its lawful purposes, duties, and responsibilities; (iii) a public body 
shall make available a recording or transcript of the meeting on its website in accordance with the timeframes established in §§ 
2.2-3707 and 2.2-3707.1 of the Code of Virginia; and (iv) the governing board shall distribute minutes of a meeting held pursuant to 
this subdivision to common interest community association members by the same method used to provide notice of the meeting.

A public body or governing board convening a meeting in accordance with this subdivision shall:

1. Give notice to the public or common interest community association members using the best available method given the nature 
of the emergency, which notice shall be given contemporaneously with the notice provided to members of the public body or 
governing board conducting the meeting;

2. Make arrangements for public access or common interest community association members access to such meeting through 
electronic means including, to the extent practicable, videoconferencing technology.  If the means of communication allows, provide 
the public or common interest community association members with an opportunity to comment; and

3. Public bodies must otherwise comply with the provisions of § 2.2-3708.2 of the Code of Virginia.

The nature of the emergency, the fact that the meeting was held by electronic communication means, and the type of electronic 
communication means by which the meeting was held shall be stated in the minutes of the public body or governing board."
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In a typical odd-numbered year, the session is scheduled for 30 calendar days but is routinely 
extended by a resolution adopted on the first day of the session for another 16 days.  This year, 3

however, because of partisan wrangling, the session extension was rejected, meaning the session that 
convened on Jan. 13, 2021, officially ended on Feb. 10. Just days before that deadline, the governor 
called for a special session to begin that same day, “for the purpose of continuing the work of the 2021 
regular session of the General Assembly.”4

The maneuver resulted in a real and lasting impact on the public. Before the governor’s proclamation 
Feb. 5, many did not know when the deadline for each chamber to complete its work on bills brought 
by its members before crossing over to the other chamber. That was a temporary headache.

A permanent headache remains in the form of the Legislative Information System (LIS), which records 
the history of each bill and the schedules and dockets for each committee. Bills that were still active at 
the end of the regular session are noted for that session as having been “continued to 2021 Sp. Sess. 
1.” That’s where the history ends for the regular session: Jan. 13 to Feb. 10. In order to follow the bill’s 
progression past Feb. 10, one must select “2021 Special Session I” from a drop-down menu on LIS 
and search up the bill number again. There is no cross-referencing. And bills that died in the regular 
session do not appear in the special session.

Bills that continued forward into the special session do, thankfully, include the bill’s history from Jan. 13 
onward, but anyone not terribly familiar with LIS would be hard pressed to know what the “continued 
by” notation means and/or why a link to a bill saved on the first day of the session stops dead with the 
“continued to 2021 Sp. Session1” notation. It also means that bills defeated in the first session are 
counted statistically different from the bills defeated in the special session. Plus, committee meetings 
that were scheduled during one session do not show up in the other session. Real-time tracking was 
difficult, and future research will be even harder. 

PUBLIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS
Both the House and Senate used systems for lobbyists, advocates and members of the public to 
register to testify on bills, but the systems were not identical.

 The resolution adopted by the House on Jan. 9, 2019, says in Rule 23, “This session of the General Assembly shall be extended 3

beyond the 30-day period provided in Section 6 of Article IV of the Constitution of Virginia and shall adjourn sine die no later than 
Saturday, February 23, 2019.” https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?191+ful+HJ606ER

 https://www.governor.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/executive-actions/2.4.2021-Proclamation-Calling-2021-Special-4

Session.pdf
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The House system is called HODSpeak.  Users guide themselves through upcoming meetings, past 5

meetings and archived video. By clicking on the link for upcoming meetings, users navigate to the 
committee hearing the bills of interest. Users click beside the number of the bill to register to speak on 
it, offer written comments or both. The written comments remain on the site even past when the 
meeting for which they were offered was held.

When clicking on the bill numbers, users indicate whether they support the bill, oppose it, or take no 
position. This attempt at grouping speakers is well-intentioned, but it proved difficult for the public with 
fractured positions (for example, they supported some aspects, but opposed other aspects) or those 
whose positions changed mid-meeting when amendments or substitutes were adopted.

Users enter their names, email addresses and affiliations before submitting their registration request. 
Users receive an email with a link to click on once the meeting convenes. That link gives users access 
to the Zoom call the legislators are on, though only as observers, until they are called on by the 
committee chair or a committee clerk to testify. At that point, the clerk will “promote” (in Zoom-speak) 
the speaker to be a participant in the meeting itself along with the legislators. After speaking, users are 
then “demoted” back to observer status.

This system is an improvement over the 2020 special session and seems to incorporate some of the 
recommendations TVa made in a letter to the speaker in December,  including: 6

★ Upgraded capacity to accommodate more users; 

★ Displaying the speaker’s name; 

★ Allowing speakers to remain online past the duration of his/her comments; 

★ Allowing speakers to sign up to speak on multiple bills; and  

★ Creating a highly visible repository of written public comments.  

The Senate system is more basic. Users go to a clearinghouse page for all Senate streaming links and 
click on the link for an upcoming meeting.  The Senate system also emails users a meeting link after 7

they have entered basic contact and identification information.

 https://hodspeak.house.virginia.gov5

 https://transparencyvirginia.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/futurevirtualmeetings.pdf6

 http://virginia-senate.granicus.com/ViewPublisher.php?view_id=37
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The Senate system does not ask which bills users would speak on or their positions on them, does not 
include a method for providing written comment, and does not include a repository of public comment.

Because the senators were together physically, only the speakers are participating electronically. Users 
are placed into a Zoom “waiting room” along with other potential speakers (including, after crossover, 
delegates waiting to present their bills to the Senate). When bills of interest come up, speakers are 
asked to use the “raise hand” feature on Zoom to be promoted to a speaker, then sent back to the 
waiting room when done speaking. The senators watched the speakers on a large video monitor in the 
Science Museum.

It was not entirely clear what kind of access chairs of the various House and Senate committees and 
subcommittees had to the list of registered speakers, which is why including another one of TVa’s 
recommendations would have been extremely helpful to both legislators and speakers: a publicly 
available list of people signed up to speak. 

RECORDED VOTES ON BILLS
The upward trends continued with respect to bills that were defeated without a recorded vote or no 
vote at all. But, if both House and Senate rules require recorded votes on all motions to defeat a bill, 
how can that be?

The answer lies in the bills defeated by being left in committee without action being taken on them.

These are not bills that are stricken from the docket at the request of the patron. Nor are they bills 
incorporated by other bills. They are not bills passed by or tabled with a “letter” to one of the many 
commissions and authorities throughout the government to study it further.

These are bills that are assigned to a committee but are never put on an agenda; bills that are passed 
by temporarily (the motion is usually to “pass by for the day”) but then never added to a future agenda; 
and bills that may appear on an agenda but are never called for presentation. 

The percentage of bills that are defeated in the House because they have been left in a committee has 
grown every single year, from 16% of the total in 2015 to 42% of the total this year, a 26-point 
increase.

The Senate has seen an 18-point increase in that time, from 6% to 24%, though the number bounced 
around for a few years.
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Compare the number of bills left in committee to the total number of bills that were defeated without a 
recorded vote or any vote at all, and the picture is clear: Bills left in committee without action and bills 
that are defeated without a recorded vote have essentially become one and the same.

When a president or governor refuses to take action on a bill sent by the legislative branch -- that is, 
he/she neither signs it, amends it or vetoes it -- that is referred to as a pocket veto. Legislative 
committee chairs do not hold veto power, but the impact of leaving a bill in the committee without 
taking any action on it is the same as a veto.

TVa never delves into the content of bills that have been defeated, with or without a vote, preferring to 
focus on the process, so we don’t know the reason why these bills do not make it onto dockets or to 
a full hearing. But, TVa stands by its original statement on bill consideration made in 2015:

Every bill deserves the dignity of the debate. Supporters and opponents of a measure expect a 
bill to be debated on its merits, not disposed of without explanation or ignored for unknown 
reasons. The failure of a sub/committee to give consideration to a bill may be frustrating to 
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lobbyists and advocates, but it is downright perplexing to those following from home who are 
unaware of or unfamiliar with a process that leaves docketed issues unresolved.8

The percentage of bills being defeated without a recorded vote or any vote at all continues to inch up: 
from 39% to 42% in the House and from 23% to 25% in the Senate. (See Appendices A and B)

Three House committees (Finance, Health, Welfare & Institutions, Public Safety) and one Senate 
committee (Local Government) used recorded votes on all of the legislation referred to them and did 
not leave any legislation behind. Those same three House committees were the most improved from 
2020, with Public Safety making the biggest gain: from just 44% of its bills being handled with votes or 
without being left behind last year to 100% this year. Commerce & Labor was the most improved 
Senate committee with a 22-point increase over last year.

On the other end of the spectrum, House General Laws had the lowest percentage of bills defeated 
with a recorded vote or any vote at all: 29%, a 48-point drop from its rate last year of 77%.

The Rules Committee in the Senate again had that chamber’s lowest rate: 18%, a 27-point drop from 
its rate last year of 45%. Again, as we noted in our 2019 report, the Senate has a rule that says that all 
votes are to be recorded votes, but that “a recorded vote shall not be necessary to report a resolution, 
if that resolution does not have a specific vote requirement pursuant to these Rules.”  The Senate 9

Rules Committee docket is overwhelmingly laden with resolutions.

CONSIDERATION OF BILLS
When TVa first began its work in 2015, it treated votes defeated with unrecorded votes differently from 
bills left in committee; bills left in committee were discussed under the umbrella of consideration. As 
time has passed, bills left in committee are now being discussed under the recorded-vote rubric, as 
noted above, and the consideration of bills area of interest has expanded to include how the bills are 
considered, primarily by how the meetings are run, including the taking of public testimony, audio/
visual access and general administration by committee and subcommittee chairs. 

CONSIDERATION OF BILLS: TESTIMONY

Citizen participation has always been hampered by time and travel and the unpredictability of the 
legislative meeting schedule. Only those with flexible schedules, ready transportation, familiarity with 
the capitol and/or the gumption can take the time to travel to Richmond, get into the meetings and 
then actually speak in front of a panel of legislators and a room full of spectators. So there is no 
question that taking comment via videoconferencing opens up participation in the legislative process 

 https://transparencyvirginia.wordpress.com/2015/04/14/transparency-virginia-legislative-report-2015/8

 https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?201+ful+SR6E9
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far beyond the usual pool of professionals or advocates. One of the most remarkable moments of the 
session was when a disabled man, confined to his bed in a nursing home, was able to testify on a bill 
that would have impacted his care.

There is tremendous promise in the use of virtual testimony going forward. Voices previously unheard 
will now have the opportunity to speak up on the impact of proposed legislation. Systems for signing 
up, delivering and sharing comments are continually evolving, boding well for easier and clearer 
communication.

But expanded public testimony opportunities should not serve as the justification for legislators to meet 
electronically in non-emergency times. In-person meetings and floor sessions with in-person public 
testimony should remain the standard for all future sessions.

The problems with virtual testimony this session were two-fold: the philosophical, but unavoidable 
issues surrounding what is lost in a legislative session when lawmakers and the public are separated 
from each other, and the actual discharge of the chair’s duty to obtain public comment.

Philosophical Issues

When meetings are held in person, there is much that is communicated beyond words. Being able to 
see just how many people are there in support of or in opposition to a bill can send a signal to 
lawmakers and to others preparing to speak. The body language of legislators, speakers and audience 
members conveys receptiveness to various arguments. There are nods and head shakes, thumbs up 
or down, grimaces, shrugs, smiles. There are looks of confusion, there are tentative rises from one’s 
seat to ask (or answer) a question.

When the session is in-person, face-to-face meetings with a delegate or senator in his/her office can 
be scheduled, but there is also the chance of running into that legislator in the hallway, in line to buy 
coffee, or while waiting for an elevator and having a conversation there. 

Hundreds of conversations happen all day long in every conceivable corner of the Capitol, the 
Pocahontas Building or even while crossing the street. Legislators with other legislators. Advocates 
with allies. Supporters with opponents. These conversations are essential for building support, shaping 
alliances and offering policy alternatives.

These conversations are integral to a process that involves hundreds and hundreds of bills, limited time 
and part-time legislators who can only know but so much about all of the issues they are expected to 
vote on.

Being able to see these conversations take place is also critical. In-person, the public can see 
lawmakers step off to the side to confer on a bill. Or maybe the legislator signals to a lobbyist for a 
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huddle. During floor sessions, when there are parliamentary inquiries or questions of germaneness, the 
public can see members of both sides working it out even if the session has been put “at ease.”

All of the above is lost in a virtual (House) or physically isolated (Senate) legislative world.

Discharge of Duties

TVa talked with many citizens, advocates and professional lobbyists in preparing this report: all 
reported problems with the way the virtual testimony process was carried out. 

As is true year after year, some legislators are better at running sub/committee meetings than others. 
Some methodically wade through the roster of speakers who have registered, others have to be 
reminded to take any comment at all. Some give speakers the time and flexibility to say what they’ve 
come there for, others are strict time keepers, regardless of who is speaking or what they have to say.

The most common complaint was about the abbreviated periods for comment. This has been a 
problem in-person over the years, but the virtual session heightened awareness of it.

Because the House met in designated blocks of time, where the videoconference literally shut off after 
two hours (sometimes cutting off legislators or speakers mid-sentence), time limits were often used to 
ensure the day’s work was completed on time. It was not uncommon, therefore, for a House sub/
committee chair to announce in advance that there would be a limit of three minutes per speaker or 
three minutes per side.10

Many Senate committees used time limits, too, even though their sub/committee meetings were 
unencumbered by automatic shut-downs.

Limiting the time speakers get to talk is not an inherently bad practice (some speakers would talk for 
an hour if you let them) but it can turn into a poor practice when those time limits are artificially 
shortened or unevenly applied. For some bills, speakers were only allowed to say who they were and 
whether they opposed or supported a bill. Quite a few committee chairs allowed speakers only 30 
seconds and one TVa volunteer reported being given just 15 seconds to testify on a bill.

Giving those on opposite sides of a bill an equal amount of time to comment presents its own 
problems, as noted in previous Transparency Virginia reports. Supporters end up with more time 
overall since the patron of the bill is also — obviously — in support. 

 Several TVa volunteers noted the irony of the sub/committee chairs who presided over a pressed-for-time meeting nevertheless 10

taking time to frequently remind everyone how pressed for time they were.
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Giving a single block of time to each side — equal in duration or not — is also problematic in a first-
come, first-served system — both in-person and online. It is possible for the first speaker to take up 
the entire amount of allotted time, whether there is one additional speaker waiting to speak or five.

In person, at least those speakers who don’t get to speak can indicate agreement with head nods or 
by coordinating with those waiting their turns, even if they don’t know each other. In a virtual setting, 
where speakers can’t see each other and there is no list of speakers waiting their turn, that kind of 
interaction and coordination is impossible.

Another problem advocates, lobbyists and the public encountered this session was the perceived 
limiting of particular points of view. In-person, it’s true that not every person will get to testify, but if they 
don’t, they can still benefit from those serendipitous conversations and the body language noted 
above to get one’s point across.

In a virtual session, speakers waiting in the queue can be ignored, as happened in a Senate committee 
where bill opponents, who had already been shut out of giving testimony in a House committee, were 
not given permission to speak and had to rely on a senator to lay out their arguments.

Staff clerks would sometimes note that there were, say, seven people signed up to speak, but a chair 
would decide that only two of them would be allowed to comment. How were those two chosen? 
Even if selected at random or based on who signed up first, it created the appearance of selective 
consideration.

Finally, as the session nears its end, public testimony is often rushed and compressed. Both in-person 
and online, restrictions on testimony are sometimes justified by the erroneous assumption that what 
needs to be said has already been said in the other chamber or in a subcommittee. It does not take 
into account advocates’ shifting support or opposition as a bill gets amended along the way. It also 
deprives the larger legislative membership -- be it the full committee or the full chamber body -- of 
useful information. 

CONSIDERATION OF BILLS: SUBCOMMITTEE LIVE-STREAMING

TVa has long advocated for the live-streaming of committee and subcommittee meetings. House 
subcommittees (48 of them this year) are where most of the testimony is taken and where much of the 
real work gets done. Bills can be defeated in House subcommittee meetings, so the stakes are high. 
Yet, until this year, because COVID-19 prevented subcommittee meetings from being otherwise 
accessible to the public, these meetings were live-streamed and archived, just as full committee 
meetings and floor sessions were.

Though Senate subcommittees cannot make a final determination on a bill, and full committees still 
discuss and take additional testimony on bills coming from a subcommittee, the Senate added three 
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more subcommittees (29, in total) to address hot-button issues like marijuana legalization and 
expungement of criminal records.

This important development of virtually accessible subcommittee meetings meant the public, from one 
corner of Virginia to the other, was finally able to watch a bill’s progression remotely -- from 
subcommittee to floor in both chambers -- for the first time ever. 

Another positive: meetings are recorded and archived, too, and the House recordings allow users to 
search for, save and share snippets of meetings. The Senate archives the meetings, too, but does not 
have search and save functionality.

It is important to note here that with recordings of meetings, there is an expectation that the videos are 
unabridged. Users need to have faith that what they’re watching is really what happened. That faith 
was shaken this year when it was clear that an expletive expressed by a legislator was edited out of 
the video posted to the Senate’s archive.  Warts and all, the full record of the meeting should be 11

preserved.

NOTICE
Notice of upcoming meetings has greatly improved since TVa’s first report in 2015. It got a big boost in 
2016 when the House implemented a system that allows users to sign up for real-time notifications of 
meetings as they are scheduled or changed. The virtual session may have improved the notice given in 
both chambers even further. Because meetings were taking public comment by Zoom, those Zoom 
meetings had to be scheduled well enough in advance to allow users to sign up. The dedicated blocks 
of time for subcommittee and committee meetings in the House provided further assurances that 
meetings would take place on certain days at certain times.

Many advocates appreciated the expedited posting online of proposed substitutes and amendments, 
though there is a perennial problem of asking legislators and the public to digest complete rewrites of 
bills in just a few minutes before being asked to offer meaningful testimony or discussion.

There were some problems with the notice of meetings and bills being called, including some Senate 
meetings being called quickly before a floor session or another committee’s meeting. Luckily, these 
meetings tended to involve only one or two bills and were scheduled on the fly primarily as a reaction 
to the physical set-up of the meeting rooms -- they literally had nowhere else to go sometimes.

In the House, the most egregious problem came when the Zoom call automatically ended while 
members were still debating a bill. Word got out that the members reconvened the meeting after the 

 It should be noted that the House has edited video, too, most notably when video of the 2020 reconvene session excluded 11

footage of the Speaker falling after appearing to have fainted.
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public feed went dark and even took a vote on the bill. The committee had to meet again the next day 
to re-do what it did when the public had no notice of its continued deliberations.

And, despite all the notice in the world, there were still technical issues and old-fashioned user-error. 
On multiple occasions the public feed began after the meeting had started and bills were already being 
discussed. Several delegates could not get their voting machines to work. 

People giving testimony in the House and Senate had audio and video issues interfere with their 
comments: in a House subcommittee, the audio for a seasoned lobbyist distorted his baritone voice 
into one akin to Alvin Chipmunk; the beach scene an equally seasoned lobbyist chose for her virtual 
testimony before a Senate committee showed through her eyes, giving her a ghost-like appearance.

And, of course, there was much precious time lost with frequent inquiries of, “Can you hear me?” 

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is not easy to make recommendations on a system that may or may not be used again. And when or 
if it is used again, the technology may be very different. Nonetheless, there are basic considerations to 
be taken in any future virtual setting, as well as ways to improve in-person practices.

★ Continue live-streaming subcommittee meetings; 

★ Incorporate virtual public testimony into regular, in-person sessions and 

‣ display a list of speakers in the queue; 

‣ display the agenda; and 

‣ use videoconferencing tools (like the Zoom raise-hand function) to allow people 
to demonstrate their position in numbers. 

★ Use a unified (or at least, consistent) system in the House and Senate to 

‣ register to speak on bills or offer public comment; 

‣ allow sign-up by bill number; 

‣ give notice of meetings; and 

‣ search, save, share and view videos of past meetings. 

★ Do not edit videos of sessions; at a minimum, clearly state when material has been 
edited or redacted; and 

★ Integrate bills in LIS across the 2021 regular and special session. 
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TVa commends the delegates and senators who carried on with the public’s business under extremely 
trying circumstances. A limit on how many bills each member could file meant the workload was more 
manageable, another necessary component in an uncertain session and a further TVa 
recommendation.

TVa concludes this year’s report with a heartfelt thank you to the House and Senate clerks’ offices and 
their staffs who were tasked with carrying out the logistics of the session, who ran the Zoom calls and 
managed the speakers, who kept up with the motions and comments coming from multiple screens 
and who patiently called roll for members who couldn’t vote. They are the epitome of public service. 
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APPENDIX A: HOUSE 
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APPENDIX B: SENATE 
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